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UNIFORM CONVERGENCE OF AN UPWIND DISCONTINUOUS
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QIWEI SHENG AND CORY D. HAUCK
Abstract. We present an error analysis for the discontinuous Galerkin method
applied to the discrete-ordinate discretization of the steady-state radiative
transfer equation. Under some mild assumptions, we show that the DG method
converges uniformly with respect to a scaling parameter ε which characterizes
the strength of scattering in the system. However, the rate is not optimal and
can be polluted by the presence of boundary layers. In one-dimensional slab
geometries, we demonstrate optimal convergence when boundary layers are not
present and analyze a simple strategy for balance interior and boundary layer
errors. Some numerical tests are also provided in this reduced setting.
1. Introduction
The radiative transfer equation (RTE) is a kinetic equation that describes the
scattering and absorption of radiation through a material medium. It plays an
important role in a wide range of applications such as astrophysics [29], atmosphere
and ocean modeling [8, 31, 32], heat transfer [28], and neutron transport and nuclear
physics [6, 11].
Given a positive scalar parameter ε ! 1, a highly diffusive medium is characterized
by a large (Opε´1q) scattering cross-section, a small (Opεq) absorption cross-section,
and a small (Opεq) volumetric source. For such media, the RTE can be approximated
in the interior of the spatial domain, i.e., away from boundaries and discontinuous
material interfaces, by a much simpler diffusion equation. In particular, the RTE
solution converges in the limit as εÑ 0 to the solution of a diffusion equation that
is independent of ε, with boundary conditions that are determined by the solution
of a half-space problem [15, 19, 4].
In many applications, material cross-sections can vary significantly in space
and even in time so that both diffusive and non-diffusive regions coexist. In such
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situations, kinetic models like the RTE are necessary for accurate simulations, but
traditional discretization approaches for the RTE may not be efficient in diffusive
regions. Indeed, local truncation errors may scale like hp{ε, where h ą 0 is the
spatial mesh size and p ą 0 is an integer related to the formal order of the method
[17, 25]. Thus for fixed h, the accuracy of the method degrades dramatically as
εÑ 0.
Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods were first introduced for the purpose
of simulating radiation transport equations [30] and are now commonly used in
combination with discrete-ordinate angular discretizations of the RTE [24]. DG
methods for the RTE without scattering were first analyzed in a rigorous fashion in
[18]. Later a complete space-angle convergence analysis for problems with scattering
was conducted in [16]. While the analysis is [30, 16] is valid for fixed ε “ Op1q,
it does not address the behavior of the method in multi-scale settings, when ε
varies. Indeed, a major benefit of DG methods is that they are accurate in the
diffusion limit (when ε Ñ 0), assuming a sufficiently rich approximation space.
Such behavior was first investigated in [20], where it was shown that linear DG
elements are sufficient to capture the diffusion limit for discrete-ordinate systems
in one-dimensional slab geometries. These results in [20] were later extended to
multi-dimensional settings in [1], where it was shown that the DG approximation
space must support global linear functions in order to capture the diffusion limit
correctly. This requirement translates to local P1 approximations for triangular
elements and local Q1 approximations for rectangular elements. The results in [1]
were later re-examined and formalized in a functional analysis framework in [14],
where the behavior of limiting discretization was explored in detail, including the
presence of boundary layers. Together, conventional error bounds and asymptotic
results can be combined to construct uniform errors estimates [17]. However, such
estimates for the RTE will suffer from a factor of two reduction in order.
In this paper, we investigate the convergence of DG discretizations of the discrete-
ordinate RTE with variable ε, and we derive error estimates that imply uniform
convergence for the upwind DG scheme in the case of isotropic (constant-in-angle)
boundary conditions. A consequence of this result is that the method is necessarily
accurate in the diffusion limit. In general, the uniform errors obtained come at
a price: whereas the error obtained in [16] for an order k method with fixed ε
is Ophk`1{2q, here we obtain a uniform Ophkq bound across all ε P p0, 1s. This
bound improves upon the strategy in [17] (which in general leads to Ophk{2`1{4q
bounds) whenever k ě 1. However, a uniform Ophk`1q estimate can be obtained
in one-dimensional slab geometries. When the incoming boundary condition is not
isotropic, a boundary layer effect occurs. In an approach similar to the one taken in
[27], we balance the interior discretization error with the error introduced by the
unresolved boundary layer. By introducing an auxiliary problem, we can still obtain
a uniform (although reduced) error estimate, at least in the slab geometry setting.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the radiative
transfer equation and its discrete-ordinate discretization are introduced, and the
notations used in the remainder of the paper are set. A priori estimates regarding
the solutions of the discrete-ordinate equation are also presented. In Section 3,
uniform convergence and error estimates of the discontinuous Galerkin method
for the discrete-ordinate equation are established. In Section 4, a simple strategy
for handling anisotropic incoming boundary conditions in one-dimensional slab
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geometries is proposed and analyzed. Numerical experiments are presented in
Section 5, and concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
2. Problem setting
Throughout the paper, the symbol À abbreviates a ď Cb for any two real
quantities a and b with C a positive nonessential constant independent of the finite
element mesh size, which may take different values at different appearances. We also
adopt the conventional notation HrpDq to indicate the Sobolev spaces on (possibly
lower-dimensional) subdomain D Ă X with the norm } ¨ }r,D. Clearly, we have
H0pDq “ L2pDq whose norm are denoted by } ¨ }D. Define H10 pXq “ tv P H1pXq :
v|BX “ 0u.
2.1. The radiative transfer equation. Let X be a bounded domain in Rd with
piecewise smooth boundary BX. For real physical problems, d “ 3. However in
certain geometries, reduced equations in one or two-dimensional can be derived [23].
At each point x P BX where the boundary is smooth, let npxq be the unit normal
to BX that points outward from X. Let S be the the unit sphere in Rd, and define
the inflow and outflow boundary, respectively, by
(2.1)
Γ´ “ tpx,ωq P BX ˆ S : ω ¨ npxq ă 0u, Γ` “ tpx,ωq P BX ˆ S : ω ¨ npxq ą 0u.
We consider the following scaled version of the steady-state RTE for the unknown
u “ upx,ωq:
ω ¨∇u` σt
ε
u “
´σt
ε
´ εσa
¯ ż
S
udω˘ ` εf, px,ωq P X ˆ S,(2.2a)
u “ α, px,ωq P Γ´,(2.2b)
where σa “ σapxq is the absorption cross section; σt “ σtpxq is the total cross
section; f “ fpxq is a source that is assumed isotropic (i.e., independent of ω). Here
α “ αpx,ωq, and dω˘ is the normalized measure on S, i.e., şS dω˘ “ 1.
We assume that
σt, σa P L8pXq, σtpxq ´ ε2σapxq ą 0 a.e. x P X,(2.3)
σa ě σmina in X for a constant σmina ą 0,(2.4)
fpxq P L2pXq and αpx,ωq P L2pΓ´q.(2.5)
The quantity σtpxq ´ ε2σapxq is the (non-dimensional) scattering cross-section. The
condition (2.4), while not strictly necessary, is often used in a priori estimates.
It is shown in [2] that under assumptions eqs. (2.3) to (2.5), the problem (2.2)
has a unique solution u in the space
(2.6) H12 pX ˆ Sq “ tv P L2pX ˆ Sq : ω ¨∇v P L2pX ˆ Squ.
The solution u of (2.2) depends on the parameter ε ą 0, which characterizes the
relative strength of scattering in the system. However, we suppress this dependence
in our notation.
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2.2. Discrete-ordinate method. The integral on the right-hand side of (2.2a)
can be approximated by a numerical quadrature: Given v P CpSq,
(2.7)
ż
S
vpω˘qdω˘ «
Lÿ
l“1
wlvpωlq.
We assume that the ordinates tωlu and weights twlu are chosen such that
(2.8)
Lÿ
l“1
wl “ 1,
Lÿ
l“1
wlωl “ 0, and ´ ωj P tωlu whenever ωj P tωlu.
Discretization of (2.2) in ω using the quadrature formula (2.7) yields the discrete-
ordinate equations:
ωl ¨∇ul ` σt
ε
ul “
´σt
ε
´ εσa
¯ Lÿ
i“1
wiu
i ` εf l,(2.9a)
ul “ αl, on BX l´, 1 ď l ď L,(2.9b)
where αl “ αpx,ωlq, f l ” fpxq, and ul “ ulpxq is an approximation of upx,ωlq.
Since f is assumed isotropic, we often drop the superscript from f l. Here and below,
we use the notation
(2.10) BX l´ :“ tx P BX : ωl ¨ npxq ă 0u, BX l` :“ tx P BX : ωl ¨ npxq ą 0u,
and
(2.11) BX´ “ BX1´ ˆ BX2´ ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ BXL´, BX` “ BX1` ˆ BX2` ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ BXL`.
We now introduce some additional notation that will be used in the paper. Let
u “ “u1 u2 ¨ ¨ ¨ uL‰T , α “ “α1 α2 ¨ ¨ ¨ αL‰T ,(2.12)
Ω “ “ω1 ω2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ωL‰T , f “ “f f ¨ ¨ ¨ f‰T1ˆL ,(2.13)
and formally define
(2.14) Ω ¨∇u “ “ω1 ¨∇u1 ω2 ¨∇u2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ωL ¨∇uL‰T .
Then, for any vector v P RL, set
(2.15) v “
Lÿ
l“1
wlv
l and v “ “v v ¨ ¨ ¨ v‰T
1ˆL .
Finally, define the projection matrix P P RLˆL and the weight matrix W P RLˆL
by
P “
»———–
w1 w2 ¨ ¨ ¨ wL´1 wL
w1 w2 ¨ ¨ ¨ wL´1 wL
...
...
. . .
...
...
w1 w2 ¨ ¨ ¨ wL´1 wL
fiffiffiffifl
LˆL
W “
»———–
w1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 w2 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ wL
fiffiffiffifl
respectively, and the discrete collision operator
Q “ σt
ε
I ´
´σt
ε
´ εσa
¯
P “ σt
ε
pI ´ P q ` εσaP.
Given the assumptions σt and σa in (2.4), it follows that for each fixed x P X, Q is
a strictly positive definite matrix with inverse Q´1 “ 1εσaP ` εσt pI´P q. In addition,
Q is symmetric with respect to the weight W , i.e., WQ “ QTW .
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Using the notation above, (2.9) can be rewritten in the compact form
Ω ¨∇u`Qu “ εf , in X(2.16a)
u “ α, on “BX1´ BX2´ ¨ ¨ ¨ BXL´‰T .(2.16b)
Here (2.16b) is understood as (2.9b). We have the following existence and uniqueness
result of the discrete-ordinate equations (2.16) in
“
H12 pXq
‰L “  v P rL2pXqsL; Ω ¨
∇v P rL2pXqsL(, where Ω ¨∇v are the generalized directional derivatives along Ω.
Theorem 2.1. Under Assumptions (2.3)–(2.5), for any fixed ε ą 0, the problem
(2.16) has a unique solution u P “H12 pXq‰L.
The space
“
H12 pXq
‰L
has a well-defined trace, and for any Lipschitz domain
D Ď X, the following integration by parts formula holds [12, Corollary B.57]:
@u, v P  w P L2pXq; ωl ¨∇w P L2pXq(,
(2.17)
ż
D
ωl ¨∇u v dx “ ´
ż
D
uωl ¨∇v `
ż
BD
ωl ¨ nuv dx, 1 ď l ď L.
Lemma 2.2. Let E Ă X be a Lipschitz surface. Then we have, for l “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , L,
(2.18)
ż
E
ωl ¨ n
`
u|D1 ´ u|D2
˘
dx “ 0,
which implies that if ωl ¨ n ‰ 0, then u is continuous on E almost everywhere.
Proof. Letting v “ 1 in (2.17) yields the divergence formula:
(2.19)
ż
BD
ωl ¨ nudx “
ż
D
ωl ¨∇udx.
Let D Ď X be a Lipschitz domain such that D “ D1 YD2 with D1 XD2 “ H and
D1 XD2 “ E, i.e., D1 and D2 has a shared surface E. Without loss of generality,
we assume E is a plane and the unit normal n on E points from D1 to D2. Then
by the divergence formula (2.19), we haveż
BD
ωl ¨ nudx “
ż
D
ωl ¨∇udx “
ż
D1
ωl ¨∇udx`
ż
D2
ωl ¨∇udx
“
ż
BD1
ωl ¨ nudx`
ż
BD2
ωl ¨ nudx
“
ż
BD
ωl ¨ nudx`
ż
E
ωl ¨ n
`
u|D1 ´ u|D2
˘
dx.
Therefore
(2.20)
ż
E
ωl ¨ n
`
u|D1 ´ u|D2
˘
dx “ 0.

2.3. Variational Formulation. Given u,v P “L2pXq‰L, define the inner product
(2.21) pu,vq “
Lÿ
l“1
wl
ż
X
ul vl dx “
ż
X
uTWv dx
6 Q. SHENG AND C. HAUCK
as well as the norms
(2.22) }u}r,X “
˜
Lÿ
l“1
wl}ul}2r,X
¸1{2
for u P rHrpXqsL .
When r “ 0, we omit the subscripts 0 and X, i.e., }u} :“ }u}0,X . Similarly, on the
boundary, let
(2.23)
pu,vqBX˘ “
Lÿ
l“1
wl
ż
BXl˘
|ωl ¨ n|ulvl dx and }u}r,BX˘ “
˜
Lÿ
l“1
wl}ul}2r,BXl˘
¸1{2
,
where BX l´ and BX l` are defined in (2.10). When r “ 0, we omit the subscripts 0.
Finally, set }u}BX “
b
}u}2BX´ ` }u}2BX` .
Multiplying (2.16a) by an arbitrary function v P “H12 pXq‰L, integrating over X,
using integration-by-parts, and employing the boundary condition (2.16b), we get a
variational formulation of (2.16):
(2.24) apu,vq “ `pvq, @v P “H12 pXq‰L ,
where
apu,vq “ ´pu,Ω ¨∇vq ` pu,vqBX` ` pQu,vq,(2.25)
`pvq “ εpf ,vq ` pα,vqBX´ .(2.26)
Since u P “H12 pXq‰L, after another integration-by-parts, the bilinear form apu,vq
can be rewritten in the following form:
(2.27) apu,vq “ pΩ ¨∇u,vq ` pu,vqBX´ ` pQu,vq.
We will denote by
pu,vqQ “ pQu,vq and }u}Q “ pu,uq1{2Q .
Since Q is symmetric with respect to W and strictly positive definite, p¨, ¨qQ is an
inner product. One verifies that, since pu´ u,uq “ 0,
}u}2Q “ 1ε }σ
1{2
t pu´ uq}2 ` ε}σ1{2a u}2
holds for all u P “L2pXq‰L. A direct calculation shows that
(2.28) apu,uq “ }u}2Q ` 12}u}
2BX .
2.4. A priori Estimates. The purpose of this subsection is to derive some a priori
estimates for the discrete-ordinate equation. We deduce an a priori estimate that is
needed for the error analysis. We essentially follow the proof in [14].
Lemma 2.3. Assume that αpx,ωq “ α0pxq`α1px,ωq with α0pxq P
“
H1{2pBXq‰L
and α1px,ωq P
“
L2pBX´q
‰L
. Then there is a constant c, uniform with respect to ε,
so that
(2.29)
1
ε
}u´ u}2 ` ε}u}2 ` }u´α0}2BX ď c
´
}f}2 ` }α0}21{2,BX
¯
ε` }α1}2BX´ .
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Remark 2.4. A reasonable choice of α0pxq is α0pxq “ αpxq :“ 1pi
ş
ω¨nă0 |ω ¨
n|αpx,ωq dω. However, α0pxq can be any function which is independent of ω and
we can take α0pxq “ αpx,ωq when αpx,ωq is isotropic.
Proof. Let m P “H1pXq‰L solve
(2.30)
$&%
ż
X
∇m ¨∇v dx “ 0, @v P “H10 pXq‰L ,
m|BX “ α0.
Then by standard elliptic theory (cf. [12, Proposition 2.10]),
(2.31) }m}1,X ď c}α0}1{2,BX .
Since m is isotropic, pm,vqQ “ pεσam,vq, using the representation (2.27) and
taking v “ u´m, we rewrite (2.24) as follows:
apu´m,u´mq “ `pu´mq ´ apm,u´mq
“ εpf ,u´mq ` pα1,u´mqBX´ ´ pΩ ¨∇m` εσam,u´mq.
By the fact that m is isotropic, the left-hand side of the above equation can be
written as
(2.32) apu´m,u´mq “ 1
ε
}σ1{2t pu´ uq}2 ` ε}σ1{2a pu´mq}2 ` 12}u´m}
2BX .
Therefore, we infer
1
ε
}σ1{2t pu´ uq}2 ` ε}σ1{2a pu´mq}2 ` 12}u´m}
2BX(2.33)
“ εpf ,u´mq ` pα1,u´mqBX´ ´ pΩ ¨∇m` εσam,u´mq
:“ I` II` III.
The rest of the proof consists of bounding each I, II and III above. For the first
term, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and noting that f is isotropic, we have
I “ εpf ,u´mq ď ε}σ´1{2a f}}σ1{2a pu´mq}
ď ε ››σ´1a ››L8pXq }f}2 ` ε4}σ1{2a pu´mq}2.
For the second term, since u´m “ α´α0, it follows that
II “ pα1,α1qBX´ “ }α1}2BX´ .
We handle the third term as follows:
III “ ´pΩ ¨∇m` εσam,u´ u` u´mq
“ ´pΩ ¨∇m` εσam,u´ uq ´ pΩ ¨∇m` εσam,u´mq
“ ´pΩ ¨∇m,u´ uq ´ pεσam,u´mq,
where, in the last step, we have used the fact that pεσam,u ´ uq “ 0 and pΩ ¨
∇m,u´mq “ 0 due to the symmetry. Therefore,
|III| ď }σ´1{2t ∇m}}σ1{2t pu´ uq} ` ε}σ1{2a m}}σ1{2a pu´mq}
ď ε
2
››σ´1t ››L2pXq }∇m}2 ` 12ε}σ1{2t pu´ uq}2
` ε }σa}L2pXq }m}2 `
ε
4
}σ1{2a pu´mq}2.
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By inserting all the bounds derived above into (2.33), we finally infer that
1
ε
}σ1{2t pu´uq}2`ε}σ1{2a pu´mq}2`}u´m}2BX ď cp}f}2`}α0}21{2,BX´qε`2}α1}2BX´ ,
from which (2.29) follows easily since }u}2 “ }u ´m `m}2 ď }u ´m}2 ` }m}2
and }m}BX´ “ }m}BX` due to the isotropy of m. 
Remark 2.5. In [14], the terms I and III are bounded in similar fashion. However,
because the analysis in [14] is discrete, the authors construct a bound for a discrete
analog of II that is Opε{hq, using an inverse inequality.
Remark 2.6. In case f is not isotropic, define f˜ “ f ´ f . Then I “ εpf ,u´mq “
εpf ,u´mq` εpf ´f ,u´mq “ εpf ,u´mq` εpf ´f ,u´uq. With an analogous
argument, we have
(2.34)
1
ε
}u´ u}2 ` ε}u}2 ` }u´α0}2BX
ď c
´
}f}2 ` }α0}21{2,BX
¯
ε` }α1}2BX´ ` ε3}f ´ f}2.
Let us denote
(2.35) δ :“ }α1px,ωq}BX´ .
We have }u´α0}BX´ “ }α1}BX´ “ δ ď
?
Cε` δ2.
Corollary 2.7. Let δ be given in (2.35). Then1
}u´ u} ď
a
Cε2 ` δ2ε, }u} ď
c
C ` δ
2
ε
,
}u´α0}BX` ď
a
Cε` δ2, }u´α0}BX ď
a
Cε` δ2.
If we further assume that α is isotropic, then
(2.36) }u´u} ď ?Cε, }u} ď ?C, and }u´α0}BX “ }u´α0}BX` ď
?
Cε.
2.5. Discontinuous Galerkin method for spatial discretization. Let Th be
a regular family of triangulations/rectangulations of X. The meshes are assumed to
be affine to avoid unnecessary technicalities, i.e., X is assumed to be a polyhedron.
Define a finite element space by
(2.37) V kh “
#
tv P L2pSq; v|K P PkpKq @K P Thu, if Th is triangular,
tv P L2pSq; v|K P QkpKq @K P Thu, if Th is rectangular,
where k is a non-negative integer, PkpKq denotes the set of all polynomials on K
of a total degree no more than k, and QkpKq “ třj cjpjpxqqjpyqrjpzq : pj , qj , rj
polynomials of degree ď ku. Define hK :“ diampKq and set h :“ maxKPTh hK . For
x P BK, let nKpxq be the outward unit normal to K. Let E ih be the set of all
interior faces of T and assign a unit normal direction ne to each e P E ih. Define
Vh “
“
V kh
‰L
, and write a generic element in Vh as vh “ tvlhuLl“1.
1The estimate for }u} is obviously not optimal. In fact, when δ ą 0, as εÑ 0, }u} Ñ 8, which
is against our intuition. Better estimates for }u} is possible. But for our propose, the stated
estimate is sufficient.
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We introduce the following notation. For u,v P “L2pKq‰L, “L2peq‰L, or “L2pE ihq‰L,
respectively,
pu,vqK “ řLl“1 wl şK ulvl dx “ şK uTWv dx, }u}K “ pu,uq1{2K ,
pu,vqe “ řLl“1 wl şe ulvl dx “ şe uTWv dx, }u}e “ pu,uq1{2e ,
pu,vqEih “
ř
ePEih
ş
e
p|Ω ¨ ne|uqTWv dx, }u}Eih “ pu,uq
1{2
Eih
.
Here, |Ω ¨ne|u :“
“|ω1 ¨ ne|u1 ¨ ¨ ¨ |ωL ¨ ne|uL‰T (cf. (2.14)). For an interior face
e, let K` and K´ be two adjacent tetrahedrons sharing e and the unit normal ne
points from K` to K´. For a scalar-valued function v, we write v` “ v|K` and
v´ “ v|K´ . Then define the jump of v on e by rrvss “ v` ´ v´ and the average of v
on e by tvu “ pv` ` v´q{2.
The discontinuous Galerkin approximation uh P Vh is locally defined by requiring,
for each K P Th,
(2.38) pΩ ¨ nKuˆh,vhqBK ´ puh,Ω ¨∇vhqK ` pQuh,vhqK
“ εpf ,vhqK , @vh P rPkpKqsL or rQkpKqsL .
Here, the upwind trace uˆlh is defined by the formula
uˆlhpxq “ lim
τÑ0`
ulhpx´ τωlq, x P E ih.
While other definitions of the numerical trace can be used, the upwind definition
allows for increased computational efficiency via sweeping [22].
To obtain a global formulation, we define the bilinear form ah : Vh ˆ Vh Ñ R by
(2.39) ahpuh,vhq “
ÿ
ePEih
ż
e
pΩ ¨ neuˆhqTW rrvhss dx´
ÿ
K
puh,Ω ¨∇vhqK
` puh,vhqBX` ` pQuh,vhq.
Let Vphq “
“
H12 pXq
‰L`Vh. As discussed in Section 2.2, elements of “H12 pXq‰L have
a well-defined trace. Therefore, ah can be naturally extended to Vphq ˆ Vh. After
applying another integrating by parts applied to (2.39), the bilinear form ah can be
rewritten in the following, which will be useful later:
(2.40) ahpuh,vhq :“ ´
ÿ
ePEih
ż
e
pΩ ¨ nerruhssqTW vˇh dx`
ÿ
K
pΩ ¨∇uh,vhqK
` puh,vhqBX´ ` pQuh,vhq,
where the downwind trace uˇlh is defined by
uˇlhpxq “ lim
τÑ0`
ulhpx` τωlq, x P E ih.
The discrete-ordinate DG method can be cast as follows.
Problem 2.1. Find uh P Vh such that
(2.41) ahpuh,vhq “ `pvhq, @vh P Vh,
where ah and ` are given in (2.39) and (2.26), respectively.
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Lemma 2.8 (Stability). For all vh P Vh,
(2.42) ahpvh,vhq “ }vh}2Q ` 12}vh}
2BX ` 12
››rrvhss››2Eih .
Proof. By using the relationÿ
K
pvh,Ω ¨∇vhqK “
ÿ
ePEih
`
Ω ¨ netvhu , rrvhss
˘
e
` 1
2
}vh}2BX` ´
1
2
}vh}2BX´
and the fact that Ω ¨ nevˆh “ Ω ¨ netvhu ` 12 |Ω ¨ ne| rrvhss, we find thatÿ
ePEih
`
Ω ¨ nevˆh, rrvhss
˘
e
´
ÿ
K
pvh,Ω ¨∇vhqK
“ 1
2
ÿ
ePEih
`|Ω ¨ ne| rrvhss, rrvhss˘e ´ 12}vh}2BX` ` 12}vh}2BX´ ,
from which (2.42) follows. 
3. Error Analysis
In this section, we establish bounds on the error u´ uh.
3.1. Assumptions. We make the following assumptions
Assumption 1. For some r ą 1, u P rHrpXqsL with
(3.1) }u´ u}r,X ď
a
Cε2 ` δ2ε, }u}r,X ď
c
C ` δ
2
ε
.
Assumption 2. For some r ą 0,
(3.2) }u´α}r,BX` ď
a
Cε` δ2, }u´α}r,BX ď
a
Cε` δ2.
Remark 3.1. From Corollary 2.7 and setting α0 “ α, we know that the above
assumptions are true when r “ 0. Assuming σtpxq, σspxq and fpxq are smooth
enough and taking any partial derivative Bi (i “ 1, 2, 3) of (2.16) with respect to x,
y or z, respectively, we have
Ω ¨∇pBiuq `QpBiuq “ εBif ´ pBiQqu, in X
Biu “ β, on
“BX1´ BX2´ ¨ ¨ ¨ BXL´‰T .
where βl :“ lim
Ñ0`
Biulpx` ωlq on BX l´. With estimate (2.34), we have
1
ε
}Biu´ Biu}2 ` ε}Biu}2 ` }Biu´ β0}2BX
ď c
´
}Bif}2 ` }u}2 ` }u´ u}2 ` }β0}21{2,BX
¯
ε` }β1}2BX´ ` ε3}Bif ´ Bif}2.
If }β1}2BX´ « }α1}2BX´ , then Corollary 2.7 remains true for Biu, i.e., Assumptions 1
and 2 hold for r “ 1.
Assumption 3. α is the trace of a function in Vh.
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Remark 3.2. Assumption 3 is not strictly necessary. If α is not the trace of a
function in Vh, we can construct an approximation αh of α. Let u
1 and u1h be the
solutions defined in (2.24) and (2.41), respectively, with the isotropic part of the
boundary condition replaced by αh. Then }u´ u1h} ď }u´ u1} ` }u1 ´ u1h}. It can
be shown that }u´u1} is uniformly bounded by }α´αh}. In fact, set w “ u´u1.
Then w satisfies
Ω ¨∇w `Qw “ 0, in X
w “ α´αh, on
“BX1´, BX2´, ¨ ¨ ¨ , BXL´‰T .
By employing Lemma 2.3, we have
}w} ď cp1` εq }α´αh}1{2,BX .
Therefore the rest of the paper is unchanged but for perturbations involving }α´
αh}1{2,BX .
Recall that, by Lemma 2.2, ul is continuous on E ih a.e. if ωl ¨ n ‰ 0, l “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , L.
Therefore, we have
(3.3) ωl ¨ n rrulss “ 0 on E ih, a.e., l “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , L.
3.2. General strategy. The error analysis for u ´ uh is based on the following
lemma, which is similar to the second Strang lemma (cf. [7]) in error analysis of
nonconforming element methods. Readers can refer to [16] for the proof of a scalar
version.
Lemma 3.3. Let tWhuhą0 :“
 rWhsL(hą0 be a family of finite-dimensional product
spaces equipped with norms t} ¨ }huhą0. Let bhp¨, ¨q be a uniformly coercive bi-linear
form over Wh ˆWh, i.e., there exists a positive constant γ independent of h such
that
(3.4) γ}wh}2h ď bhpwh,whq, @wh PWh.
Let Z “ rZsL be the product space of an (infinite dimensional) function space
Z and assume v is a vector of functions such that bhpv,whq is well-defined and
|bhpv,whq| ă C for all wh PWh. Let vh PWh satisfy
(3.5) bhpv ´ vh,whq “ 0, @wh PWh.
Then
(3.6) }v ´ vh}h ď inf
whPWh
"
}v ´wh}h ` 1
γ
sup
w˘hPWh
bhpv ´wh, w˘hq
}w˘h}h
*
.
We now construct an upper bound for (3.6). For any K P Th, let Ih be an
interpolation operator from L2pKq onto PkpKq. We require that: (i) the restriction
of Ih to any face e Ă K is uniquely determined by the interpolation points on e;
and (ii) two adjacent elements have the same interpolation points on their shared
edge/surface. Commonly employed nodal finite elements satisfy such requirement
(see, e.g., [5, Chapter 3] or [7, Theorem 2.2.1]). Then by a scaling argument and a
trace theorem, we can easily obtain the following result (see, e.g., [3, 5, 7]).
Lemma 3.4 (Polynomial interpolation error estimate). Let k “ degpIhq. Then for
all v P HrpKq with r ą 0 and K P Th,
(3.7)
}pI ´ Ihqv}s,K À hmintr,k`1u´sK }v}r,K , }pI ´ Ihqv}0,BK À hmintr,k`1u´1{2K }v}r,K .
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Define the norm ||| ¨ |||h,ε over Vphq by
(3.8) |||vh|||2h,ε :“ εahpvh,vhq “ ε
ˆ
}vh}2Q ` 12}vh}
2BX ` 12
››rrvhss››2Eih
˙
.
Here, the scale ε is applied to compensate for the factor of 1{ε appeared in } ¨ }Q.
Below we establish the conditions of Lemma 3.3 for the bilinear form ahp¨, ¨q, the
norm ||| ¨ |||h,ε, and γ “ 1{ε. By (2.38) and the definitions (2.39) and (2.26), we
have
(3.9) ahpu,vhq “ `pvhq, @vh P Vh.
Subtract (2.41) from the above equality to obtain the Galerkin orthogonality
(3.10) ahpu´ uh,vhq “ 0, @vh P Vh.
By Lemma 2.8 and (3.8), we have
(3.11) |||vh|||2h,ε “ εahpvh,vhq, @vh P Vh.
As a result,
(3.12) |||u´ uh|||h,ε ď |||u´ Ihu|||h,ε ` ε sup
vhPVh
ahpu´ Ihu,vhq
|||vh|||h,ε .
3.3. Bounds for the terms in the right hand side of (3.12).
Lemma 3.5. If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, and further assume that, for k “ 0, u
is Lipschitz continuous, then we have
(3.13) |||u´ Ihu|||h,ε À
" a
C 1ε` 3pCε2 ` δ2εqhmintr,1u, if k “ 0,a
3pCε2 ` δ2εqhmintr,k`1u, if k ě 1.
Proof. By the definition of ||| ¨ |||h,ε,
(3.14) |||u´ Ihu|||2h,ε “ ε}u´ Ihu}2Q ` ε2}u´ Ihu}
2BX ` ε2
››rru´ Ihuss››2Eih .
We will estimate each term on the right-hand side of the above equality.
For the first term, the assumption in (3.1) and the interpolation estimate (3.7)
imply that
}u´ Ihu}2Q “ 1ε }σ
1{2
t pI ´ Ihqpu´ uq}2 ` ε}σ1{2a pI ´ Ihqu}2
ď 1
ε
h2 mintr,k`1upCε2 ` δ2εq ` εh2 mintr,k`1upC ` δ
2
ε
q
ď 2h2 mintr,k`1upCε` δ2q.(3.15)
For the second term, since Ihα “ α, and by (3.2), we have
ε}u´ Ihu}2BX “ ε}pI ´ Ihqpu´αq}2BX À h2 mintr,k`1uε}u´α}2r,BX
À εpCε` δ2qh2 mintr,k`1u.(3.16)
For the third term, let us denote by K1 and K2 the two elements sharing a
surface e, and for a scalar component ul of u, write ul1 :“ ul|K1 and ul2 :“ ul|K2 .
When k ě 1, we notice that, for the nodal-based interpolation Ih, the interpolation
on each surface for an element is uniquely determined by the interpolation nodes.
Therefore, we have
(3.17)
ˇˇrrpI ´ Ihqulssˇˇe “ |pI ´ Ihqpul1 ´ ul2qˇˇe “ |pI ´ I˜hqrrulss|e,
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where I˜h is the interpolation operator on e. Therefore, by (3.3), for k ě 1,
(3.18)
ż
e
|ωl ¨ n| |rrul ´ Ihulss|2 dx “
ż
e
|ωl ¨ n| |pI ´ I˜hqrrulss|2 dx “ 0.
However, for k “ 0, Ihul is a piecewise constant, additional discontinuities with
order of Op1q are created along each e P E ih. Owing to the assumption that ul is
Lipschitz continuous, we can further have |rrpI ´ Ihqulss| ď
?
C 1h, where C 1 is a
constant. Therefore, for k “ 0,
(3.19)
Lÿ
l“1
wl
ÿ
ePEih
ż
e
|ωl¨n| |rrul´Ihulss|2 dx “
ÿ
ePEih
Lÿ
l“1
wl
ż
e
|ωl¨n| |rrpI´Ihqulss|2 dx À C 1h2,
from which the third term can be estimated by
(3.20)
ε
››rru´ Ihuss››2Eih “ ε Lÿ
l“1
wl
ÿ
ePEih
ż
e
|ωl ¨ n|
ˇˇrrul ´ Ihulssˇˇ2 dx" ď εC 1h2, if k “ 0,“ 0, if k ě 1.
Therefore
(3.21) |||u´ Ihu|||2h,ε À
"
C 1εh2 ` 3pCε2 ` δ2εqh2 mintr,1u, if k “ 0,
3pCε2 ` δ2εqh2 mintr,k`1u, if k ě 1,
from which (3.13) follows. 
Lemma 3.6. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, for k ě 1,
(3.22) ε|ahpu´ Ihu,vhq| À hmintr,k`1u3pCε2 ` δ2εq1{2|||v|||h,ε
` hmintr,k`1u´1
´
pCε4 ` δ2ε3q1{2 ` 2 `Cε2 ` δ2ε˘1{2¯ |||v|||h,ε.
Proof. Using the definition in (2.40), we write ahpu´ Ihu,vhq “ I`Π` III` IV,
where
I :“ ´
ÿ
ePEih
ż
e
pΩ ¨ nerru´ IhussqTW vˇh dx,(3.23)
II :“
ÿ
K
ż
K
pΩ ¨∇pu´ IhuqqTWvh dx “
ÿ
K
pΩ ¨∇pu´ Ihuq, vhqK ,(3.24)
III :“ pu´ Ihu,vhqBX´ , IV :“ pu´ Ihu,vhqQ.(3.25)
To bound I, we have, for k ě 1, similar to (3.18),
(3.26) I “ ´
ÿ
ePEih
ż
e
´
Ω ¨ ne pI ´ I˜hqrruss
¯T
W vˇh dx “ 0.
The second term can be handled as follows:
|II| ď
ÿ
K
ˇˇ `
Ω ¨∇pu´ Ihu´ u´ Ihu` u´ Ihuq, vh ´ vh ` vh
˘
K
ˇˇ
“
ÿ
K
ˇˇ `
Ω ¨∇pu´ Ihu´ u´ Ihuq, vh ´ vh
˘
K
` `Ω ¨∇pu´ Ihu´ u´ Ihuq, vh˘K
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` `Ω ¨∇pu´ Ihuq, vh ´ vh˘K ` `Ω ¨∇pu´ Ihuq, vh˘Kloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
“0 since ul´Ihul
and vh are isotropic
ˇˇ
“
ÿ
K
ˇˇ pΩ ¨∇pI ´ Ihqpu´ uq, vh ´ vhqK ` pΩ ¨∇pI ´ Ihqpu´ uq, vhqK
` pΩ ¨∇pI ´ Ihqu, vh ´ vhqK
ˇˇ
ď
ÿ
K
}Ω ¨∇pI ´ Ihqpu´ uq}K }vh ´ vh}K `
ÿ
K
}Ω ¨∇pI ´ Ihqpu´ uq}K }vh}K
`
ÿ
K
}Ω ¨∇pI ´ Ihqpuq} }vh ´ vh}K
À 1
h
hmintr,k`1u
“
Cε2 ` δ2ε‰1{2 }vh ´ vh} ` 1
h
hmintr,k`1u
“
Cε2 ` δ2ε‰1{2 }vh}
` 1
h
hmintr,k`1u
„
C ` δ
2
ε
1{2
}vh ´ vh}
À 1
h
hmintr,k`1u
“
Cε2 ` δ2ε‰1{2 |||v|||h,ε ` 1
h
hmintr,k`1u
„
C ` δ
2
ε
1{2
|||v|||h,ε
` 1
h
hmintr,k`1u
„
C ` δ
2
ε
1{2
|||v|||h,ε
À hmintr,k`1u´1
˜
pCε2 ` δ2εq1{2 `
ˆ
C ` δ
2
ε
˙1{2
`
ˆ
C ` δ
2
ε
˙1{2¸
|||v|||h,ε
À 1
ε
hmintr,k`1u´1
´
pCε4 ` δ2ε3q1{2 ` 2 `Cε2 ` εδ2˘1{2¯ |||v|||h,ε.
(3.27)
The third term is bounded using Assumption 3, which implies that Ihαpxq “ αpxq.
Hence
|III| “ ˇˇ`pu´αq ` pI ´ Ihqαloooomoooon
“0 based on
Assumption 3
`Ihpα´ uq, vh
˘
BX´
ˇˇ
“ ˇˇ`pI ´ Ihqpu´αq, vh˘BX´ ˇˇ
ď hmintr,k`1u}u´α}r,BX´}vh}BX´
ď 1
ε
hmintr,k`1u
a
Cε` δ2?ε|||vh|||h,ε.(3.28)
The fourth term is bounded using (3.15):
(3.29) |IV| ď }u´ Ihu}Q}vh}Q ď 1
ε
hmintr,k`1u
a
2pCε2 ` δ2εq|||v|||h,ε.
By combining (3.26) – (3.29), (3.22) follows. 
Lemma 3.7. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, for k “ 0,
(3.30) ε|ahpu´ Ihu,vhq| À hmintr,1u3pCε2 ` δ2εq1{2|||v|||h,ε
` hmintr,1u´1{2
´a
Cε3 ` δ2ε2 `?Cε` δ
¯
|||v|||h,ε
` hmintr,1u´1
´
pCε4 ` δ2ε3q1{2 ` 2 `Cε2 ` δ2ε˘1{2¯ |||v|||h,ε.
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Proof. Using the definition (2.39) of ah, we write ahpu´Ihu,vhq “ I`Π` III` IV,
where
I :“ `pI ´ Ihqpu, rvhs˘Eih ,(3.31)
II :“ ´
ÿ
K
ż
K
pu´ IhuqTW pΩ ¨∇vhqdx,(3.32)
III :“ pu´ Ihu,vhqBX` , IV :“ pu´ Ihu,vhqQ.(3.33)
To bound I, we have
|I| “ ˇˇ`pI ´ Ihq {pu´ uq, rvhs˘Eih ` `pI ´ Ihqpu, rvhs˘Eih ˇˇ
ď }pI ´ Ihqpu´ uq}Eih}rvhs}Eih ` }pI ´ Ihqu}Eih}rvhs}Eih
ď hmintr,1u´1{2`}u´ u}r,X ` }u}r,X˘}rvhs}Eih
ď 1
ε
hmintr,1u´1{2
´a
Cε3 ` δ2ε2 `?Cε` δ
¯
|||v|||h,ε.(3.34)
The second term can be handled using an inverse inequality:
|II| “
ÿ
K
ˇˇˇ `
u´ Ihu´ u´ Ihu, Ω ¨∇pvh ´ vhq
˘
K
` `u´ Ihu´ u´ Ihu, Ω ¨∇vh˘K
` `u´ Ihu, Ω ¨∇pvh ´ vhq˘K ` `u´ Ihu, Ω ¨∇vh˘Klooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
“0 since ul´Ihul
and vh are isotropic
ˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
K
´
}pI ´ Ihqpu´ uq}K }Ω ¨∇pvh ´ vhq}K
` }pI ´ Ihqpu´ uq}K }Ω ¨∇vh}K ` }pI ´ Ihqpuq}K }Ω ¨∇pvh ´ vhq}K
¯
ď 1
h
ÿ
K
´
}pI ´ Ihqpu´ uq}K }vh ´ vh}K ` }pI ´ Ihqpu´ uq}K }vh}K
` }pI ´ Ihqpuq}K }vh ´ vh}K
¯
À 1
ε
hmintr,k`1u´1
´
pCε4 ` δ2ε3q1{2 ` 2 `Cε2 ` εδ2˘1{2¯ |||v|||h,ε.
(3.35)
For the third term, similar to the third term in Lemma 3.6, since Ihαpxq “ αpxq,
we have
(3.36) |III| “ ˇˇ`pI ´ Ihqpu´αq, vh˘BX` ˇˇ ď 1εhmintr,k`1uaCε2 ` δ2ε|||vh|||h,ε.
The fourth term is the same as the one in Lemma 3.6, which can be estimated by:
(3.37) |IV| ď 1
ε
hmintr,k`1u
a
2pCε2 ` δ2εq|||v|||h,ε.
Hence, by combining (3.34) – (3.37), (3.30) follows. 
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3.4. Summary of results. The final estimate for |||u´uh|||h,ε follows from (3.12),
Lemma 3.5, Lemma 3.6, and Lemma 3.7.
Theorem 3.8. If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, and further assume that for k “ 0, u
is Lipschitz continuous, then we have, for k “ 0,
(3.38) |||u´ uh|||h,ε À
?
C 1ε1{2h` hmintr,1u
´
6pCε2 ` δ2εq1{2
¯
` hmintr,1u´1{2
´a
Cε3 ` δ2ε2 `?Cε` δ
¯
` hmintr,1u´1
´
pCε4 ` δ2ε3q1{2 ` 2 `Cε2 ` δ2ε˘1{2¯ ;
for k ě 1,
(3.39) |||u´ uh|||h,ε À hmintr,k`1u6pCε2 ` δ2εq1{2
` hmintr,k`1u´1
´
pCε4 ` δ2ε3q1{2 ` 2 `Cε2 ` δ2ε˘1{2¯ .
The definition of |||u´ uh|||h,ε norm implies the following L2 error bounds.
Corollary 3.9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.8, for k “ 0,
(3.40)
}u´ uh} À
?
C 1pε1{2 ` ε´1{2qh` 6hmintr,1u
´
pCε2 ` δ2εq1{2 ` pC ` δ2ε´1q1{2
¯
` hmintr,1u´1{2
´a
Cε3 ` δ2ε2 ` 2?Cε` δ `
a
Cε´1 ` δε´2
¯
` hmintr,1u´1
´
pCε4 ` δ2ε3q1{2 ` 3 `Cε2 ` δ2ε˘1{2 ` 2 `C ` δ2ε´1˘1{2¯ ;
for k ě 1,
(3.41) }u´ uh} À 6hmintr,k`1u
´
pCε2 ` δ2εq1{2 ` pC ` δ2ε´1q1{2
¯
` hmintr,k`1u´1
´
pCε4 ` δ2ε3q1{2 ` 3 `Cε2 ` δ2ε˘1{2 ` 2 `C ` δ2ε´1˘1{2¯ .
If, in addition the boundary condition is isotropic, i.e. δ “ 0, then k “ 0,
(3.42) }u´ uh} À pε1{2 ` ε´1{2qh` hmintr,1u pε` 1q
` hmintr,1u´1{2
´
ε3{2 ` ε1{2 ` ε´1{2
¯
` hmintr,1u´1 `ε2 ` ε` 1˘ ;
for k ě 1,
(3.43) }u´ uh} À hmintr,k`1u pε` 1q ` hmintr,k`1u´1
`
ε2 ` ε` 1˘ .
It is well know that V 0h (the function space that consists of piecewise constants)
does not achieve the diffusion limit [21]. This fact is reflected by several terms in
eq. (3.40) that scales poorly with ε. Even when δ “ 0, several of these terms remain.
For k ě 1 the only “bad” term in (3.41) is the Opδε´1{2q term that appears due
to the anisotropy in the boundary condition. However, even when the boundary
condition is isotropic (δ “ 0), the established convergence rate is not quite optimal.
In the next section, we show that the rate can be made optimal for one-dimensional
slab geometries and isotropic boundary conditions. We also discuss an approach to
control the boundary layer error when δ ‰ 0.
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4. Error analysis for the case of one-dimension slab geometry
The error analysis above follows the framework developed in Section 3 and is
applicable to fairly general settings. However, in one-dimensional slab geometries,
better convergence results can be derived. Since it is already known that DG
methods do not perform well when k “ 0, we focus here on the case k ě 1.
In slab geometry [23], the RTE takes the form
µ
Bu
Bx `
σtpxq
ε
u “
ˆ
σtpxq
ε
´ εσapxq
˙ż 1
´1
upx, µˆqdµˆ` εf, x P I :“ pa, bq,(4.1a)
upa, µq “ αlpµq if µ ą 0, upb, µq “ αrpµq if µ ă 0.(4.1b)
where µ P r´1, 1s is the x-coordinate of ω, u “ upx, µq, f “ fpxq, and dµˆ is the
normalized measure on p´1, 1q. The discrete-ordinate equation can still be written
in the form (2.16) so that all the notations and formulas in Section 2 can be kept.
4.1. Error analysis. Following [9], our analysis relies on the Radau projection
Rh. Given a direction µl ‰ 02 and an interval I “ pa, bq, let xoutI “ pb ` aq{2 `
sgnpµlqpb´ aq{2 be the outflow point of I. Then for k ě 1, Rh is uniquely defined
by the conditions
pRhu´ u, vqI “ 0, @v P P k´1pIq,(4.2a)
RhupxoutI q “ upxoutI q.(4.2b)
Lemma 4.1 (see, e.g., [9]). Assume u P HrpIq. Then on each interval I,
(4.3) }u´Rhu}I ď Chmintr,k`1u}u}r,I ,
where C depends only on k.
We apply Lemma 3.3 with wh “ Rhu and use the } ¨ }Q norm. Then
(4.4) }u´ uh}Q ď }u´Rhu}Q ` sup
vhPVh
ahpu´Rhu,vhq
}vh}Q .
An estimate for the first term on the right-hand side of (4.4) is already obtained in
Lemma 3.5, i.e.,
(4.5) }u´Rhu}Q ď
a
2pCε` δ2qhmintr,k`1u.
For the second term, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Under Assumption 1,
(4.6) ahpu´Rhu,vhq À
a
Cε` δ2 hmintr,k`1u}v}Q.
Proof. As in Lemma 3.6, we write ahpu´Rhu,vhq “ I`Π` III` IV, where
I :“ ´
ÿ
ePEih
ż
e
pΩ ¨ ne {pu´RhuqqTW rrvhss dx,(4.7)
II :“ ´
ÿ
K
ż
K
pu´RhuqTW pΩ ¨∇vhqdx,(4.8)
III :“ pu´Rhu,vhqBX` , IV :“ pu´Rhu,vhqQ.(4.9)
2In slab geometries, quadratures with the ordinate µl “ 0 are rarely used in practice; even so,
Rh can be defined as the usual L2-orthogonal projection in this case, since the advection terms
vanish.
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However, now because of the property (4.2b), I “ III “ 0, and from (4.2a), II “ 0.
Meanwhile, the argument from Lemma 3.6 gives
(4.10) IV ď hmintr,k`1ua2pCε` δ2q}vh}Q,
from which (4.6) follows. 
Together (4.5) and (4.6) imply that
(4.11) }u´ uh}Q À
a
Cε` δ2 hmintr,k`1u,
from which, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. Under Assumption 1, for k ě 1,
(4.12) }u´ uh} À
´a
Cε2 ` δ2ε`aC ` δ2{ε¯hmintr,k`1u.
Furthermore, if δ “ 0, then
(4.13) }u´ uh} À pε` 1qhmintr,k`1u.
Thus we obtain the optimal convergence order of k ` 1 for k ě 1 when the
boundary condition is isotropic.
4.2. Anisotropic boundary conditions in one-dimension parallel slab ge-
ometry case. When the boundary condition α is anisotropic, we use the blended
approach proposed in [27], which combines the given kinetic boundary condition with
the isotropic boundary condition that results in the diffusion limit. This condition
is undertstood as the leading order approximation of the kinetic distribution after
the boundary layer transition [15].
Let v solve
ω ¨∇v `Qv “ εf , in I(4.14a)
v “ λαpx,ωq ` p1´ λqαbpxq, on
“BI1´ BI2´ ¨ ¨ ¨ BIL´‰T ,(4.14b)
where αpx,ωq “ “α1 α2 ¨ ¨ ¨ αL‰T, λ is a parameter which will be determined
later, and αbpxq is the boundary condition for the diffusion limit, whose lth
component rαbsl is given by [13]:
(4.15) rαbsl “
#şpi{2
0
W pcospθqqαlpθq sinpθqdθ, if µl ą 0, x “ a,ş0
´pi{2W pcospθqqαrpθq sinpθqdθ, if µl ă 0, x “ b.
Here W pµq “
?
3
2 µHpµq is defined in terms of Chandrasekhar’s H-function for
isotropic scattering in a conservative medium [26].
The boundary condition for v is a convex combination of the original anisotropic
boundary condition and an isotropic boundary correction. Based on the decay of
the boundary layer, λ was set to 1´ expp´σt{εq in [27] so that λ « 1 when ε ! 1
and λ « 0 when σt « 0. Here we instead choose λ based on a balance between
discretization and boundary layer errors. To this end, we further decompose the
boundary condition as (see Lemma 2.3) αpx,ωq “ α0pxq ` α1px,ωq. We choose
α0pxq “ αbpxq. Then the boundary condition for v can be rewritten as
(4.16) v “ αbpxq ` λα1px,ωq, on BX´.
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We consider vh as the numerical approximation of u and analyze the error between
u and vh, which, by triangle inequality, can be decomposed into
(4.17) }u´ vh} ď }u´ v} ` }v ´ vh}.
To estimate }u´ v}, set e :“ u´ v. Then e satisfies
ω ¨∇e`Qe “ 0, in X(4.18a)
e “ p1´ λqpαpx,ωq ´αbpxqq, on BX´.(4.18b)
According to [13, Theorem B.1],
(4.19) |el| À 1´ λ
2´ µl δ8 exp
´
´ x
2ε
¯
,
where δ8 :“ maxpx,ωqPBX´ |αpx,ωq ´αbpxq|. Therefore,
(4.20) }u´ v} “ }e} À p1´ λqδ8?ε.
To estimate }v ´ vh}, using (4.12) and noting that }α1px,ωq}BX´ “ δ, we deduce
that
(4.21) }v ´ vh} À hmintr,k`1u
´
pCε2 ` λ2δ2εq1{2 ` pC ` λ2δ2{εq1{2
¯
.
Combining (4.20) and (4.21) and noting that δ À δ8 give
}u´ vh} À p1´ λqδ8?ε` hqpCε2 ` λ2δ28εq1{2 ` hqpC ` λ2δ28{εq1{2
À p1´ λq2δ28ε` h2k`2
`
C ` λ2δ28{ε
˘
,(4.22)
where q “ mintr, k ` 1u. This bound has a minimum with respect to λ when
(4.23) λ˚ “ ε
2
ε2 ` β , β :“ h
2q.
If h{εÑ 0, then λÑ 1, which is expected since in this case the boundary layer will
be fully resolved. Substituting (4.23) into (4.22) and keeping the dominant terms
in ε, we have
}u´ vh} À
ˆ
1´ ε
2
ε2 ` β
˙
δ8
?
ε`aβ˜C ` ˆ ε2
ε2 ` β
˙2
δ28
ε
¸1{2
À
ˆ
β
ε2 ` β
˙
δ8
?
ε`aβˆ?C ` ε3{2δ8
ε2 ` β
˙
“aβ?C ` ˆ β
ε2 ` β
˙
δ8
?
ε` δ8?ε ε
?
β
ε2 ` β ,
from which we have a uniform convergence with respect to ε. In fact,
´
β
ε2`β
¯?
ε
has a maximum 12β
1{4 at β “ ε2, and ?ε ε
?
β
ε2`β has a maximum
1
4β
1{4 when β “ 13ε2.
Hence, in the worst-case scenario, when β “ Opε2q, we have
(4.24) }u´ vh} À Opβ 12 q ` δ8Opβ 14 q « Ophkq ` δ8Oph k2 q.
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5. Numerical results
In this section, we present some numerical results. We focus only on the one-
dimension slab geometry problems (4.1), since we can also investigate the analysis
of the boundary layer effect.
In all numerical examples, the computation domain is X “ p´1.0, 1.0q. Let
T0 “ Th0 be an initial triangulation of X with 8 equal elements each of which has
a mesh size h0 “ 2{8. Then we recursively generate nested interval cells Tj “ Thj ,
j “ 1, 2, 3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , by dividing each interval cell in the previous mesh Tj´1 into two equal
sub-intervals. The boundary conditions are specified by αlpµq for µ ą 0 and x “ ´1
and by αrpµq for µ ă 0 and x “ 1, respectively. A GMRES solver with a diffusion
synthetic accelerator (DSA) [10, 22] is employed to solve the discrete-ordinate
equations.
Example 5.1. We take σt “ 2 and σa “ 1. The source function f “ fbump where
fbump is a mollifier bump function with support radius r “ 0.125, i.e.,
fbump “
#
exp
´
1
px{rq2´1
¯
, if |x| ă r,
0, if |x| ě r,
and αlpµq “ 0.1 and αrpµq “ 0. We use the solution on mesh T8 (16384 cells) as
the reference (true) solution and compute the errors for solutions obtained on the
coarse meshes. The results using linear elements are reported in Table 1, which
confirm our analysis.
Example 5.2. The following example is mainly to illustrate the performance of
the blended boundary condition when the true boundary condition is anisotropic.
We set αlpµq “ 0.1` µ{100, αrpµq “ 0, k “ 1, and h0 “ 2{32. The other settings
remain the same as in Example 5.1. From the definition αbpxq in (4.15),
αbpxq|x“´1 “
ż 1
0
W pµqαlpµqdµ « 0.10710446089598763,
where we use the fact that
ş1
0
W pµqdµ “ 1 and ş1
0
µW pµqdµ « 0.710446089598763
(see [26]).
For a fixed ε, we employ the solution of (4.14) with λ “ 1 on mesh T8 as the
reference (true) solution u (since the mesh is sufficiently fine to resolve the solution
in the boundary layer) and compute the errors for solutions uh obtained on the
coarse meshes with different values of λ. In fact, for a fix value of ε and h, the error
is approximately a quadratic function of λ with a minimum at λmin in p0, 1q. We
show the error for uminh which minimizes }uh ´ u} the value of λmin that achieves
it by sweeping different values of λ. Sufficiently many values of λ are employed
to guarantee that the errors with the chosen value λmin are close enough to the
true minimum errors for any λ P r0, 1s. For comparison, the errors between u and
u˚h which corresponds to λ “ λ˚ defined in (4.23) are also provided. The results
are reported in tables 2 to 4. It is noticeable that, since many approximations and
simplifications are applied in the derivation of (4.23), λ˚ may not be close to λmin.
However, uniform convergence can still be observed from the numerical results,
with convergence rates are consistent with the theoretical estimate (4.24). (The
estimated rate in this case is h1{2.) This fact is important, since in practice one can
choose λ˚, but not λmin.
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Table 1. Error and Convergence rate for k “ 1 and k “ 2 for
Example 5.1
k “ 1
ε “ 100 ε “ 10´3 ε “ 10´5
h }u˚h1 ´ u} rate }u˚h2 ´ u} rate }u˚h2 ´ u} rate
2{23 1.93e-01 / 4.00e-02 / 4.02e-02 /
2{24 6.26e-02 1.62 9.52e-03 2.07 9.65e-03 2.06
2{25 2.08e-02 1.59 3.28e-03 1.54 3.35e-03 1.52
2{26 6.12e-03 1.76 7.44e-04 2.14 7.82e-04 2.10
2{27 1.56e-03 1.97 1.60e-04 2.22 1.76e-04 2.15
2{28 4.02e-04 1.96 3.66e-05 2.12 4.39e-05 2.01
h k “ 2
2{23 8.52e-02 / 1.40e-02 / 1.41e-02 /
2{24 3.70e-02 1.20 3.44e-03 2.03 3.46e-03 2.02
2{25 9.82e-03 1.91 5.52e-04 2.64 5.55e-04 2.64
2{26 9.75e-04 3.33 2.50e-05 4.46 2.62e-05 4.41
2{27 1.15e-04 3.09 3.15e-06 2.99 3.42e-06 2.94
2{28 1.65e-05 2.80 5.18e-07 2.60 3.82e-07 3.16
Table 2. Error, λmin, λ
˚, and Convergence rate for ε “ 10´1 for
Example 5.2
h }uminh ´ u} λmin rate }u˚h ´ u} λ˚ rate
2{26 5.93016e-04 1.0 / 5.93016e-04 0.99999 /
2{27 1.52914e-04 1.0 1.96 1.52914e-04 0.99999 1.96
2{28 4.63630e-05 1.0 1.72 4.63630e-05 0.9999996 1.72
2{29 1.62808e-05 1.0 1.51 1.62808e-05 0.99999998 1.51
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we analyze the convergence of a discontinuous Galerkin scheme
for the scaled discrete-ordinate radiative transfer equation with isotropic scattering
kernel. For sufficiently rich approximation spaces we prove uniform convergence
rates with respect to ε when the boundary is isotropic. However, this rate is not
quite optimal. In slab geometries with isotropic boundary conditions, we can obtain
optimal and uniform convergence rate. For anisotropic boundary conditions, we
propose to solve an auxiliary problem and analyze the error between the numerical
solutions of the auxiliary problem and the original. We show that by properly
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Table 3. Error, λmin, λ
˚, and Convergence rate for ε “ 10´2 for
Example 5.2
h }uminh ´ u} λmin rate }u˚h ´ u} λ˚ rate
2{26 5.76542e-04 0.76 / 5.76866e-04 0.991 /
2{27 1.26336e-04 0.9 2.19 1.26657e-04 0.9994 2.19
2{28 4.66157e-05 0.98 1.44 4.66666e-05 0.99996 1.44
2{29 2.39469e-05 0.999 0.96 2.39472e-05 0.999998 0.96
Table 4. Error, λmin, λ
˚, and convergence rate for ε “ 10´3 for
Example 5.2
h }uminh ´ u} λmin rate }u˚h ´ u} λ˚ rate
2{26 7.45808e-04 0.36 / 7.45870e-04 0.51186 /
2{27 1.62312e-04 0.24 2.20 1.65729e-04 0.943748 2.17
2{28 4.62701e-05 0.32 1.81 5.23629e-05 0.996289 1.66
2{29 2.69756e-05 0.53 0.78 3.05380e-05 0.999767 0.78
choosing the parameter in the auxiliary problem, uniform convergence can be
achieved. Some numerical results are presented to demonstrate how these errors
behave in practice.
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